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Abstract—This paper proposes single-port equivalent and two-port equivalent network reduction methods to respectively reduce single-port and two-port areas in a large power network. Parameters of the reduced systems are rigorously derived, which guarantees that the electrical quantities at the port(s) remain unchanged over the reduction, including voltage magnitude and phase and active and reactive power injections into the area to be reduced. The proposed techniques are applied to reduce a practical Maui grid, where the total numbers of buses, lines and transformers are respectively reduced from 212, 106 and 108 to 45, 30 and 13. Dynamic behaviors between the full model and the reduced model are compared in detail to illustrate the efficacy and accuracy of the proposed network reduction.

Index Terms—Network reduction, single-port equivalent, two-port equivalent, model reduction

I. INTRODUCTION

New system-level dynamic risks have come along with the increased renewable penetration 
1 since early 2000, e.g. subsynchronous oscillations. The unavailability of accurate newly added dynamic model elements, like inverter-based generation, electric vehicles, batteries and motors, make it difficult to simulate, analyze and understand the mechanism of and acquire the solution to these new problems, posing a challenge to the ambitious 100%-renewable goal pursued by many states [2].

Power hardware-in-loop (PHIL) testing allows an accurate simulation of systems containing elements with inaccurate or unavailable dynamic models by replacing them with actual hardware connected to the rest of the simulation via an analog-digital interface. Therefore, PHIL can be used to investigate potential detrimental interactions, and de-risk field deployment by pre-testing in a laboratory [3].

PHIL simulation requires that the model run in real time, so conducting PHIL testing for a large system often requires a model reduction [4], including network reduction and dynamic model aggregation, to fit into the capability of available real-time simulation tools. There have been extensive efforts in the past half century on power system model reduction [5]-[11]. To name a few, the earliest technique named Ward equivalent [5] and its variations [6] may not retain power flow patterns over the reduction, and they usually result in a highly dense impedance matrix which may not lead to a better computational efficiency. The Dynamic Reduction Program (DYNRED), originally developed by EPRI in early 1990s [7], was enhanced in 2010 [8] to better fit into online environments. In addition, the network reduction efforts also extend to other advanced techniques [9] [10] like HELM, and to distribution systems [11] targeting radial network topologies.

This paper proposes two new power-flow-preserving network reduction techniques that we believe are easier to implement and more intuitive than existing techniques. More importantly, the software tool based on the proposed idea will be made free and publicly available [12]. The techniques proposed in this paper begin by identifying areas to be reduced, and they can be applied iteratively for different parts of the system in sequence until the desired level of reduction is reached. These techniques allow identification of reducible instances even in meshed networks, where dynamic elements to be tested by PHIL could spread all over the network. The two proposed techniques involve identifying single-port equivalent and two-port equivalent networks for reduction and then applying simple equations to derive the reduced network. These two techniques are based on Kirchhoff’s current law and can guarantee that the power flow patterns remain unchanged for the rest of the system over the reduction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II derives the reduce techniques. Section IV presents a case study on Maui power grid. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SINGLE-PORT AND TWO-PORT EQUIVALENTS

In this section, the single-port and two-port equivalent techniques are proposed for power system network reduction. The key idea is to derive a reduced system that is equivalent to the single-port or two-port area of the original system in terms of the terminal voltage and power injection at the port. A single-port (or two-port) area in a power system is defined as a portion of the system that is connected to the rest of the system through exactly one (or two) ports, where a port is usually a transmission path, as illustrated in figures in the next
two subsections. The network reduction techniques described here assume that distributed generation in each single-port or two-port area shares common dynamic model, and likewise that loads in each single-port or two-port area share common dynamic models.

### A. Single-Port Equivalent

Given a single-port area, as shown in Fig. 1 where there are \( n \) loads, denoted as \( P_{L1}, Q_{L1}, P_{L2}, Q_{L2}, \ldots, P_{Ln}, Q_{Ln} \), and \( m \) distributed generation units (DGs), denoted as \( P_{dg1}, Q_{dg1}, P_{dg2}, Q_{dg2}, \ldots, P_{dgm}, Q_{dgm} \), which are connected to the root bus through a passive network. Denote voltage magnitudes as \( V_{L1}, V_{L2}, \ldots, V_{Ln}, V_{dg1}, V_{dg2}, \ldots, V_{dgm} \) for corresponding load and DG buses, and the power injection from the rest of the grid as \( P_{in} \) and \( Q_{in} \) at the root bus, whose voltage is \( V \angle \theta \). Assume that the single-port area can be reduced to a single-port or two-port equivalent system as shown in Fig. 1 with 9 real-valued unknowns, \( r, x, k, \theta_e \) and \( \alpha \). Then, with eqs. (1)-(5), \( r, x, k, \theta_e, \) and \( \alpha \) can be uniquely solved: (i) taking the magnitude of the complex-valued equation \( k \times (1)+(2) \) results in a real-valued equation with only one unknown \( k \), therefore, \( k \) is solved as shown in (6); (ii) similarly, taking the angle of the complex-valued equations in (i) can lead to the solution \( \theta_e \) in (8); substituting \( k \) and \( \theta_e \) into eq. (1) gives the solution to \( r \) and \( x \).

\[
P_L = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{Li}, \quad Q_L = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Q_{Li} \tag{3}
\]

\[
P_{dg} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} P_{dgi}, \quad Q_{dg} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} Q_{dgi} \tag{4}
\]

\[
V_e = \frac{1}{n+m} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} V_{Li} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} V_{dgi} \right) \tag{5}
\]

\[
k = \frac{V_e}{n+m} \sqrt{P_{in}^2 + Q_{in}^2} \tag{6}
\]

\[
\alpha = V_e \frac{P_{in} + jQ_{in}}{V \angle \theta} \tag{7}
\]

\[
\theta_e = \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{k(Q_L - Q_{dg})}{\sqrt{\text{Re}(\alpha)^2 + \text{Im}(\alpha)^2}} \right) - \tan^{-1} \frac{\text{Im}(\alpha)}{\text{Re}(\alpha)} \tag{8}
\]

\[
Z = \frac{P_{in} + jQ_{in}}{V \angle \theta} \tag{9}
\]

\[
r = \text{Re}\{Z\}, \quad x = \text{Im}\{Z\} \tag{10}
\]

To summarize, the above single-port equivalent maintains the following quantities unchanged over the reduction from the original network: the power injection at the root bus, the magnitude and angle of the root bus, and the total load and total DG in the single-port area.
B. Two-Port Equivalent

The two-port equivalent follows a similar idea, but deals with a two-port area as illustrated in Fig. 2. It is assumed that the two-port area can be reduced to a two-port equivalent with 10 real-valued unknowns in red color in Fig. 2. Applying KCL at buses 1, 2, and 3 can result in 3 complex-valued equations (11)-(13), i.e., 6 real-valued equations that cannot solve 10 unknowns. Several variables in these equations are defined in Fig. 2. Similar to (3)-(4), assuming the conservation of total load and total DG active and reactive powers can eliminate 4 unknowns. Then, the resulting unknowns can be solved from (11)-(13), and their solutions are explicitly shown in (14)-(16).

![Fig. 2. Reduction of a two-port area to derive an equivalent two-port network.](image)

![Fig. 3. Connection to bus 2 through zero-impedance transformer.](image)

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_1 + jx_1 &= \frac{V_1 \angle \theta_1 - V_2 \angle \theta_2}{\left(\frac{P_1 + jQ_1}{V_1 \angle \theta_1}\right)^*} \\
    r_2 + jx_2 &= \frac{V_3 \angle \theta_3 - V_2 \angle \theta_2}{\left(\frac{P_3 + jQ_3}{V_3 \angle \theta_3}\right)^*}
\end{align*}
\]

C. Remarks

This section has derived reduced systems for single-port and two-port areas in a power grid, which can guarantee (i) the conservation of total load and total DG within the area, and (ii) the equivalence of steady-state terminal quantities, including active and reactive power injections, voltage magnitude and angle. Therefore, when applying these two techniques, the power flow of the rest of the system will remain unchanged. Note that in the reduced model, the voltage(s) and power injections at the ports may change when system loading and/or dispatch are modified.

In deriving the single- and two-port equivalents, two assumptions were implicitly adopted by this section to allow all loads and DGs in the area to be combined by, e.g., scaling MVA and moved to bus 2: (i) all loads and DGs share the same voltage level, and (ii) all loads and all DGs respectively share the common dynamic models. However, these assumptions are usually not perfectly satisfied in practice. In fact, a slight modification to the proposed techniques could address these issues. The idea is to select the voltage level associated with majority of the loads and DGs in the area for bus 2. Then, each of the elements with a different either voltage level or dynamic model can be then connected to bus 2 through a zero-impedance transformer, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Still, it should be noted that the dynamic behavior of the entire system may be altered, to some extent, over the reduction, since the electric connection within the reduced area is changed. It will be shown in the next section by testing a real power grid that the loss of accuracy could be very little in the system dynamics.

III. NETWORK REDUCTION OF MAUI GRID

A. Maui Grid

The state of Hawaii historically relied heavily on imported petroleum and coal for power, due to its isolated location and lack of fossil fuel resources, and as of 2016 its electricity...
prices were about 2-3 times the US average [13]. With its consistently decreasing costs, renewable energy generation in Hawaii has been drastically increased in the last decade [14]. The second largest island in Hawaii, Maui island, as shown in Fig. 4 has a total renewable energy installation of about 190MW, including over 100MW distributed generation and 72MW wind, plus 75MW hybrid power plants (PV+battery) in development [15].

![Fig. 4. Maui island and the one-line diagram of its 69kV transmission system.](image)

A day minimum PSS/E case of the Maui grid was provided by Hawaii Electric Company (HECO), which has a very high instantaneous renewable penetration level of 82.9%. A summary of the system’s basic information is provided in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEMENTS</th>
<th>TOTAL LOAD</th>
<th>TOTAL GENERATION</th>
<th>TOTAL RENEWABLE</th>
<th>TOTAL INERTIA</th>
<th>RENEWABLE PENETRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR</td>
<td>164.0 MW</td>
<td>67.0 MW</td>
<td>136.0 MW</td>
<td>225.3 MVA-s</td>
<td>82.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFORMER</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISTRIBUTED PV</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility-scale PV</td>
<td>5.4 MW</td>
<td>63.6 MW</td>
<td>0.48 kV</td>
<td>69 kV</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIND</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATTERY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Network Reduction

After ten single-port areas and six two-port areas are respectively identified and then reduced by the proposed techniques, along with combining lines in parallel and in series, the Maui grid can be reduced into a much smaller system, as summarized in Table II. More details are listed below.

- **Synchronous generator**: Four small behind-the-meter hydro units, rating from 1.35MW to 1.67MW, were combined into one equivalent hydro unit, while the remaining five thermal units remained unchanged.
- **Distributed PV**: There are three types of distributed PV, differing from each other in the frequency tripping characteristics, while all are dynamically represented by the first-generation renewable model. As a matter of fact, all distributed PVs of the same type share the same frequency tripping characteristics. Therefore, distributed PVs from different voltage levels were directly combined via the proposed techniques. The resulting 36 PVs are connected to 12 buses in the reduced system, where each bus has three PVs of different types.

- **Load**: Loads from different voltage levels were directly combined in terms of MW, Mvar and settings of under-frequency load shedding. This is achievable since, in the full PSS/E model, loads are represented by constant current for MW portion and by constant impedance for Mvar portion.

C. Validation of Reduced Maui Grid

To validate the reduced Maui grid, a dynamic simulation is conducted in PSS/E subject to a large disturbance, and compared with the result on the full Maui model. A three-phase fault (fault resistance = 1.5 Ohm) is added to a 69 kV bus near Maalaea power plant at \( t = 1.0 \) s, and cleared in 5 cycles, where thermal unit M16 is tripped upon the fault clearance. The simulation lasts for 15 seconds. The detailed sequence of events is listed below.

- At \( t = 1.0s \), three-phase fault added.
- \( t = 1.0833s \), fault cleared and 9MW generation at M16 tripped.
- \( t = 1.24s \), system frequency reached 59.29Hz. Under frequency protection timer of all distributed PVs of one type started, since their first pick-up frequency is 59.3Hz.
- At \( t = 1.4s \), all 3.4MW distributed PVs of that type tripped.

Fig. 5-11 show detailed comparisons (including one plot in frequency-domain in Fig. 8) of all generations and loads between the full Maui model and the reduced model, while Table III summarizes the errors in system response; the largest errors always occur during transients. A good match can be observed in steady-state, dynamic, and frequency-domain responses of the system, which demonstrates the validity of the proposed network reduction techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th># in full model</th>
<th># in reduced model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous generator</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed PV</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility-scale PV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V at faulted bus</th>
<th>Hz at faulted bus</th>
<th>MW generation*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0029 pu</td>
<td>9.0 \times 10^{-4} Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>0.0030 pu</td>
<td>0.013 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Largest mean and std dev of errors among all generating units.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes two new network reduction techniques based on Kirchhoff’s current law, namely single-port equivalent and two-port equivalent. Parameters in the reduced system are determined by fixing the voltage and power at the port, such that the power flow pattern of the rest of the system remains unchanged over the reduction. A case study conducted on a real utility power network model demonstrates the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed network reduction techniques.

Future works include comparisons with other methods, e.g. Ward [5] and HELM [9] based reductions.
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Fig. 9. Wind generation.

Fig. 10. Battery output and hydro generation.


